StackRox App
This application has been developed and is supported by StackRox. Visit https://help.stackrox.com/support or email support@stackrox.com for
help.
App description: The StackRox Kubernetes Security Platform maximizes the inherent security advantages of containers - immutability and
declarative configuration - to help you harden your container environment. Our software integrates with tooling across the container ecosystem to
provide the industry’s best risk profiling, highlighting those assets that need an immediate fix. The StackRox platform's adaptive detection offers
you the best defense against attacks, continuously adjusting its baseline based on application behavior. StackRox Kubernetes Security Platform l
everages input from across the container life cycle to build a feedback loop that continuously improves your security.
The StackRox app for Sumo Logic helps customers detect, investigate, and remediate vulnerabilities, insecure configurations, compliance
violations, and runtime threats across all containers and Kubernetes environments.

Collect Logs for StackRox Kubernetes Security Platform
Collection process overview
StackRox sends logs to Sumo via direct integration to the Sumo Logic’s HTTP Source. To set it up:
1. Configure a Hosted Collector, or select an existing hosted collector for the HTTP source.
2. Configure an HTTP source on the hosted collector.
a. For Source Category, we recommend “stackrox”
b. Make a note of the HTTP address for the source. You will supply it when you configure the Sumo Logic integration in the
StackRox Kubernetes Security Platform.

Log Types
The StackRox Kubernetes Security App outputs JSON messages for any StackRox policy violations.

Sample Log Message
{"id":"8b33ab3a-51c5-46a8-940b-7e9bb54b9988","policy":{"id":"f09f8da1-6111-4ca0-8f49-294a76c65115","name":"Fixable CVSS \u003e= 7","
description":"Alert on deployments with a vulnerability with a CVSS \u003e= 7","rationale":"If an image has a vulnerability with a CVSS greater
than 7, the container may pose an unnecessarily high risk of exploitation.","remediation":"Speak with your security team to identify and mitigate
the vulnerabilities.","categories":["Vulnerability Management"],"fields":{"cvss":{"op":"GREATER_THAN_OR_EQUALS","value":7},"fixedBy":".*"},"
lifecycleStages":["BUILD","DEPLOY"],"severity":"HIGH_SEVERITY","enforcementActions":["FAIL_BUILD_ENFORCEMENT"],"notifiers":
["d6be3266-9d43-4cb1-a468-f14fce01eaf5"]},"deployment":{"id":"501a2f8a-8b90-11e9-b8ff-025000000001","name":"qadefpolnginx110","type":"
Deployment","namespace":"qa","labels":{"app":"test","name":"qadefpolnginx110"},"clusterId":"e08d8907-f0de-442f-b5d8-271234dd48af","
clusterName":"production","containers":[{"image":{"id":"sha256:6202beb06ea61f44179e02ca965e8e13b961d12640101fca213efbfd145d7575","
name":{"registry":"docker.io","remote":"library/nginx","tag":"1.10","fullName":"docker.io/library/nginx:1.10"}},"name":"qadefpolnginx110"}],"
annotations":{"deployment.kubernetes.io/revision":"1"}},"violations":[{"message":"Found a CVSS score of 10 (greater than or equal to 7.0) (cve:
CVE-2018-15686) that is fixable"},{"message":"Found a CVSS score of 7.20 (greater than or equal to 7.0) (cve: CVE-2019-9924) that is fixable"}],"
time":"2019-06-11T20:14:47.474565Z","firstOccurred":"2019-06-11T01:34:08.600238100Z"}

Query sample
_sourceCategory=stackrox | json auto | where !isBlank(%"deployment.name") | json "deployment.name","deployment.namespace","deployment.
clusterName" as deployment, namespace, cluster | extract field=%"policy.categories" "\"(?<Categories>[^\"]*)\"" multi | where Categories="
Kubernetes Best Practices" | count

Configure Sumo integration in the StackRox Kubernetes Security Platform
Create a new integration in the StackRox Kubernetes Security Platform by using the HTTP URL.
1. Navigate to Platform Configuration > Integrations.
2. Under the Plugins section, select Sumo Logic.
3. Select the New Integration icon.
4. Enter a name for Integration Name.
5. Enter the generated HTTP URL in the HTTP Collector Source Address box.
6. Select the Checkmark icon to test that the integration with Sumo Logic is working.
7. Select the Save icon to create the configuration.

Install the StackRox Kubernetes Security Platform App and View the Dashboards
To install the app, do the following:
Locate and install the StackRox app from the Sumo Logic App Catalog. If you want to see a preview of the dashboards included with the app
before installing, click Preview Dashboards.
1. From the App Catalog, search for and select the StackRox app.
2. To install the app, click Add to Library and complete the following fields.
Choose Source Category, and select a source category you set during collection (e.g. stackrox)
Choose Enter a Custom Data Filter, and enter a custom source category beginning with an underscore. Example:
(_sourceCategory=MyCategory).
a. App Name. You can retain the existing name, or enter a name of your choice for the app.
b. Data Source. Select either of these options for the data source.
c. Advanced. Select the Location in Library (the default is the Personal folder in the library), or click New Folder to add a new
folder.
d. Click Add to Library.
Once an app is installed, it will appear in your Personal folder, or another folder that you specified. From here, you can share it with your
organization.
Panels will start to fill automatically. The time required to populate all results will vary depending on data volume.

Configure policy notifications
1. Navigate to Platform Configuration > System policies.
2. Select the checkboxes for one or more policies for which you want to send alerts.
3. Select Actions and then click Enable Notifications.
4. In the Enable Notifications dialog, select the checkbox for the Sumo Logic notifier (same as the Integration Name). If you haven’t
configured any other integrations, you’ll see the message No notifiers configured!

Dashboards
The Sumo Logic App for StackRox has the following preconfigured dashboards:
StackRox - Overview
StackRox – Image Violations
StackRox – Kubernetes Violations
StackRox – Runtime Violations

StackRox - Overview
StackRox - Overview Dashboard provides an overview of the most important security metrics from your containerized environment detected by
StackRox. This includes the number of clusters, namespaces, and deployments with security violations, as well as breakdowns of violations
based on the cluster, namespace, lifecycle stage (deploy time/runtime), category (Kubernetes-critical/CVE) and more.
Use this dashboard to:
View the total number of Kubernetes, Image, Runtime and Deploy time violations
View violations by severity and category
View violations over time

StackRox – Image Violations
StackRox – Image Violations Dashboard provides insights on the total number of images with security violations, the number of compromised
image components and the list of critical CVEs found and reported by StackRox Kubernetes Security platform.
Use this dashboard to:
View the total number of Image violations and image components violations
View Top 10 CVEs in your containerized infrastructure
View CVEs by cluster, severity, and CVEs over time

StackRox – Kubernetes Violations
StackRox – Kubernetes Violations Dashboard provides specific information on the total number of violations relating to Kubernetes -- from
insecure configurations and violations of best practices to runtime threats. These are broken down across clusters and namespaces.

Use this dashboard to:
View the total number of Kubernetes violations
View the list of Deployments and Namespaces with Kubernetes violations
View process targeting Kubernetes Endpoints

StackRox – Runtime Violations
StackRox – Runtime Violations Dashboard identifies top malicious and anomalous processes. Metrics include malicious and anomalous
processes per cluster and per deployment.
Use this dashboard to:
See the Malicious and Anomalous processes running in your infrastructure
View Malicious and Anomalous processes execution by Clusters and Deployments

